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India is being seen as a potential goldmine for retail investors from over the world and latest
research has rated India as the top destination for retailers for an attractive emerging retail
market. India with vast middle class and its almost untapped retail industry are key attractions for
global retail giants wanting to enter newer markets. Even though India has well over 5 million
retail outlets, the country sorely lacks anything that can resemble a retailing industry in the
modern sense of the term. This presents international retailing specialists with a great
opportunity. The organized retail sector is expected to grow stronger than GDP growth in the
next five years driven by changing lifestyles, burgeoning income and favorable demographic
outline.
Review of Literature
Nair Suja in book Retail Management has tried to explain the growth of retailing in Indian
context especially in the context of new economic policy, global economic development,
changes in the marketing and economic system as well as changing pattern and classification of
economic activity. The author has tried to stress that there is a significant effect of liberalization
and privatization policies on development of retail format. According to author, retailing has
come to occupy a prominent position in today‗s modern society. Kamaladevi stressed that, to
compete successfully in this business era, the retailers must focus on the customer‗s buying
experience. To manage customer‘s experience, retailers should understand what customer
experience actually means. Ramanathan and Hari explained that in future the number of largesized international chain shops will be high. Indian market has various types of retailers at
present among them small-sized retailers are high in number. OECD claimed that quality
benefits of e-commerce use could include the improved flow of information , new products and
customer services, improved availability, improved market transparency (Chappell), and reduced
errors in information processing). Regarding customer services, the interaction between the
customer and the retailer has never been as important as it is today, and the interactive nature of
the web can support such interactions. Thenmozhi Raja, D. Dhanapal & P. Sathyapriya(2011)
explained that the most critical challenge for a business is the improvement of service and
product quality. They also explained that perception of retail service quality varies across
different cities, the retailers can meet the customer expectations based on the factors drive them.
Kearney explained that they have accelerated the infiltration of large scale modern trade into the
Indian market. The insufficient physical and organizational structures and facilities could
temporarily interrupt the progress of the organized sector.
Research Methodology
The study is an analytical and descriptive one. The data is collected solely from secondary
sources i.e. refereed print journals, online journals, books, reports etc. The findings are
categorized and classified under different issues regarding organised retailing in India.
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Retailing Format in India
Malls:The largest form of organized retailing today. Located mainly in metro cities, in proximity
to urban outskirts. Ranges from 60,000 sq ft to 7,00,000 sq ft and above. They lend an ideal
shopping experience with an amalgamation of product, service and entertainment, all under a
common roof. Examples include Shoppers Stop, Piramyd, and Pantaloon.
Discount Stores: As the name suggests, discount stores or factory outlets, offer discounts on the
MRP through selling in bulk reaching economies of scale or excess stock left over at the season.
The product category can range from a variety of perishable/ non-perishable goods.
Department Stores:Large stores ranging from 20000-50000 sq. ft, catering to a variety of
consumer needs. Further classified into localized departments such as clothing, toys, home,
groceriesetc.
Hyper marts/Supermarkets:Large self-service outlets, catering to varied shopper needs are
termed as Supermarkets. These are located in or near residential high streets. These stores today
contribute to 30% of all food & grocery organized retail sales. Super Markets can further be
classified in to mini supermarkets typically 1,000 sq ft to 2,000 sq ft and large supermarkets
ranging from of 3,500 sq ft to 5,000 sq ft. having a strong focus on food & grocery and personal
sales.
Convenience Stores:These are relatively small stores 400-2,000 sq. feet located near residential
areas. They stock a limited range of high-turnover convenience products and are usually open for
extended periods during the day, seven days a week. Prices are slightly higher due to the
conveniencepremium.
Multi Brand Outlets:Multi Brand outlets, also known as Category Killers, offer several brands
across a single product category. These usually do well in busy market places and Metros.
Emerging opportunity
Retail Infrastructure: India has emerged as one of the most attractive retail destinations in the
world. The expected CAGR in retail is 13% by 2019. The number of modern stores is expected
to increase to 67,100 by end of this year and super market to 8,500.
Rural Market: this market has huge potential in terms of consumption boom as it has 70%
population base but accounts only 40% of total consumption.
Private Labels: It has great scope for development as its share is just 5% in India as compare to
39% in U.K. and 19% in U.S.
Luxury Market: Jewelry, watches, apparels and accessories are high growth categories and
expected to grow to 20% by 2016.
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Online Retailing: It is expected to reach USD 3.4 billion, at CAGR of 10% by 2019.
Retail sector’s high growth potential is attracting investors
India has occupied a remarkable position in global retail rankings; the country has high market
potential, low economic risk, and moderate political risk. In market potential, India ranks
eleventh (after United States, China, Canada, UK, Brazil, Germany, Austria and Mexico). India's
net retail sales are quite significant among emerging and developed nations; the country is
ranked third (after China and Brazil).Overall, given its high growth potential, India compares
favourably with global peers among foreign investors.
Some of the key players in the Indian retail market
Domestic players:
1) Pantaloon Retail Ltd, a Future group venture:Over 12 mn sq. ft. of retail space spread over 1,0
00 stores, across 71 cities in India.
2) Shoppers Stop Ltd:Over 1.82 mn sq. ft. of retail space spread over 35 stores, in 15 cities.
3) Spencer‘s Retail, RPG Enterprises:Retail footage of over 1.1 mn sq. ft. with approx 250
stores, across 66 cities.
4) Lifestyle Retail,Landmark group venture: Has approximately 15 lifestyle stores and 8 Home
centres.
Other major domestic players in India are Bharti Retail, Tata Trent, Globus, Aditya Birla ‗More‘,
and Reliance retail.
Foreign players:
1) Carrefourwhich opened its first cash-and-carry store in India in New Delhi.
2) Germany-based Metro Cash & Carry which opened six wholesale centres in the country.
3) Walmart in a JV with Bharti Retail, owner of Easy Day store —plans to invest about US$ 2.5
billion over the next five years to add about 10 million sqft of retail space in the country.
4) British retailer Tesco Plc (TSCO) in 2008, signed an agreement with Trent Ltd. (TRENT), the
retail arm of India‘s Tata Group, to set up cash-and-carry stores.
5) Marks & Spencers have a JV with Reliance retail.
Regulatory Norms
Multiple laws and regulations are in force at the central, state and local levels for governing the
retail sector. Absence of specific legislations controlling distribution trade and the existence of a
plethora of laws such as the Essential commodities Act, the Cold Storage Order, the Weights &
Measures Act, labor laws, the Shops Establishments Act and so on, leads to market distortion.
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Timely and effective implementation of GST will help bring about market integration.
Streamlining the barriers for interstate movements and removal of all octroi and sales tax check
points is possible if the implementation of GST is done with a national, on-line tax payment
system. There should be quick implementation of all the provisions of the APMC Act , in letter
and spirit, namely the institutionalization of market intermediaries, contract farming and so on.
Government Initiatives
-The Ministry of Urban Development has come out with a Smart National Common Mobility
Card (NCMC) model to enable seamless travel by metros and other transport systems across the
country, as well as retail purchases.
-IKEA, the world‘s largest furniture retailer, bought its first piece of land in India in Hyderabad,
the joint capital of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh, for building a retail store. IKEA‘s retail
outlets have a standard design and each location entails an investment of around Rs 500–600
crore (US$ 75–90 million).
-The Government of India has accepted the changes proposed by Rajya Sabha select committee
to the bill introducing Goods and Services Tax (GST). Implementation of GST is expected to
enable easier movement of goods across the country, thereby improving retail operations for panIndia retailers.
-The Government has approved a proposal to scrap the distinctions among different types of
overseas investments by shifting to a single composite limit, which means portfolio investment
up to 49 per cent will not require government approval nor will it have to comply with sectoral
conditions as long as it does not result in a transfer of ownership and/or control of Indian entities
to foreigners. As a result, foreign investments are expected to be increase, especially in the
attractive retail sector.
Landscape of the retail sector in India
One of the biggest opportunities and challenges that characterize the Indian retail sector is its
structure. While it has matured over the years, it is still highly fragmented, with an estimated 12
to 15 million outlets. Its overall size is estimated to be INR31trillion (USD534 billion) in 201314, with a CAGR of 15 per cent over the last five years, which is much higher than the growth of
the Indian GDP in the same period. Going forward, the overall retail sector growth is likely to
witness a CAGR of 12-13 per cent, which would be worth INR55 trillion (USD948 billion) in
2018-19. With over 92 per cent of the business coming from the fragmented unorganised sector,
such as traditional family run mom and pop stores and corner stores, the Indian retail sector
offers immense potential for growth and consolidation. The revenue generated from organised
retail (or modern retail) was INR0.9 trillion(USD15.5 billion) in 2009, INR2.4trillion in
2012(USD41.4billion), and is expected to continue growing at an impressive rate to a projected
INR5.5trillion (USD94.8billion) by 2019.
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Conclusion
Organized retail in India despite the downturns, the market is growing exponentially, as
economic growth brings more of India‘s people into the consuming classes and organized retail
lures more and more existing shoppers into its open doors. The growing middle class is an
important factor contributing to the growth of retail in India. Online retail business is another
format which has high potential for growth in the near future.
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